
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
aviation maintenance technician. To join our growing team, please review the list
of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for aviation maintenance technician

Provide training on 145 maintenance processes and specialized shop
equipment
Give feedback to Supervisor on employee performance
Employees in this position are responsible to perform production
installations, maintenance, preventative maintenance and alterations on
aircraft structure, systems and sub-systems, including electrical and avionics
on standard or experimental certificated aircraft
Responsible to the maintenance Supervisor/Manager for the “efficient”
performance of his/her assigned duties
Ensuring that safety is the primary factor in maintenance performed and that
regardless of scheduling or peer pressure that the maintenance performed on
an aircraft, powerplant or related article was performed safely and IAW
applicable FAA regulations and Company requirements, prior to the approval
for return to service
Responsible to ensure that the maintenance and documenting of
maintenance performed is done in accordance with the FAA regulations and
company policy/procedures, as applicable for the tasks they perform
Ensure that they do not perform maintenance on an aircraft, powerplant or
related article that they are not qualified on, in accordance with the
applicable FAA regulations
Pass down” the current status of any “partially completed” work to another
“on sight” mechanic

Example of Aviation Maintenance Technician Job
Description
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of maintenance on an aircraft, powerplant or related article
Inform the Supervisor/Maintenance Manager of any shortcomings that may
arise regarding the technical manuals, specifications or serviceability of
equipment and tools required to perform their assigned maintenance tasks

Qualifications for aviation maintenance technician

Be willing and able to work for extended periods of time for many days in
adverse conditions and environments
Use and understand various precision measuring tools.Be able to
communicate and take direction
Maintenance Manual experience desired
A valid FAA Airframe and Powerplant Certificate is preferred
Must be able to acquire and maintain core certifications to perform AOG
work
This position requires an individual when working at heights to utilize fall
protection equipment that has weight limitations


